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1 Partition and Envelope openings 

1.1 Overview partition and envelope wall openings 
1.1.1 Hierarchical conversion 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 figure 1 hierarchical system for envelope openings 

 

1.2  System components for envelope, envelope openings 
1.2.1 Element 
Framework interior 

 Framework, wood 
 Framework, plastic 
 Framework, synthetic 
 Framework, aluminium 
 Framework, steel 
 Framework, diverse 
 Panels 

Equipment 
Doors 
- Revolving doors interior 

 Revolving doors, flat 
 Revolving doors, hard glass 
 Revolving doors, cell 
 Revolving doors, draught/fire 
 Revolving doors, panels/monumental 

- Sliding doors interior 
 Sliding doors, manual operation 
 Sliding doors, diverse 

- Rolling / overhead doors  
 Rolling / overhead door, manually operated 
 Rolling / overhead door, diverse 

- Turnstile interior 
 Turnstile, manually operated 

- Curtain wall 
  Curtain wall aluminium 

Curtain wall steel 
Finishing 

Envelope 

opening 

Construction 

technology 

Equipment 

Casing, doors 

etc 

SYSTEM PROCESS FUNCTION ELEMENT 
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- Glazing interior 
 Glazing single glazing  
 Glazing insulation  
 Glazing safety glass  
 Glazing solar-control glass 
 Glazing special / monumental  
 Glazing diverse  

 

1.3  Specification partition wall openings 
This refers to all frameworks and the subelements in the interior corresponding to them. 
These elements border on the interior on both sides. 
 

1.3.1 Function 
1.3.1.1 Construction 

Framework interior 
This refers to frameworks in their entirety, not integrated in system walls, including glazing 
beads, bucks, windows, etc., irrespective of material application. Doors are recorded 
under Equipment. The glazing, panels, glazing sealants and profile do not belong to the 
framework. 
Panels interior 
This refers to surface fillings in framework, other than glass or "synthetic” glass. This may 
tend to be sheeting of wood, plywood, synthetic solid-core, metal, fibre cement etc. and/ 
or lath panelling. Panels may be simple or involve sandwich constructions. 
 
1.3.1.2 Equipment 

Revolving doors interior  
This refers to all doors, including hinges and locks, garnet hinges etc. irrespective of 
application of materials. Examples of this might be flush panel doors, toughened glass 
doors, draught and fire doors, panel or monumental doors, etc. 
Revolving doors interior cell 
This refers to cell doors specifically used in prisons, penitentiaries etc. 
Sliding door interior 
This refers to all sliding doors, including hinges and locks, guide rails etc. None of the 
technical system provision for these doors and the maintenance belonging to them 
(service / maintenance contracts) is taken into consideration. Only the structural 
components are considered. 
Rolling / overhead door interior  
This refers to all specific entrance doors including: company doors, rolling doors, 
overhead doors etc. It does not refer to standard (residential) garage doors. 
Turnstile interior  
This refers to all sorts of turnstiles including guide rails etc. None of the technical system 
provision for these doors and the maintenance belonging to them (service / maintenance 
contracts) is taken into consideration. Only the structural parts are considered. 
 
1.3.1.3 Finishing 

Glazing interior 
This refers to all forms of glazing applied as surface fillings in framework. Examples of this 
might be single sheet float glass, bearing glass, multiple sheet double glass, toughened 
glass, burglar resistant glass, bullet resistant glass, solar resistant glazing, leaded glass, 
plastic glass, etc. 
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1.4  Registration method 
 

Element Description size Annotations/additional information 

Framework 
interior 
 

The size of the framework is 
described measured in m2 full 
surface. The parts visibly boxed 
by posts and thresholds are 
assigned to the frame surface. 
Not visibly boxed parts are 
assigned to wall finishes 
sheeting/ panelling. 
 

- Sort and quantity paintwork; 
- Specification of materials used. 
 

Panels interior 
 

The size of the panels is 
described in m2. In principle the 
actual panel surface measured, 
i.e. with doorstops etc. 
 

- More detailed specification of material 
application; 
- More detailed specification of the 
mounting system (“glazing system”). 
 

Revolving doors 
interior  
 

The size is specified in items. 
 

- Sort and quantity paintwork; 
- Specification material use; 
- Specification possible applied 
ornaments, reliefs, paintings etc. 
 

Revolving doors 
interior cell 
 

The size is specified in items. 
 

- Sort and quantity paintwork; 
- Specification material use; 
 

Sliding door 
interior  
 

The size is specified in items. 
In the case of electric sliding 
doors, this refers to a set  of two 
doors (= one item) 
 

- Sort and quantity paintwork; 
- A more detailed specification of sorts 
of doors. 
 

Rolling / overhead 
door interior 
 

The size is specified in items. 
 
 

- Sort and quantity paintwork; 
- A  more detailed specification of sorts 
of doors; 
- A more detailed specification of the 
measurements in m2 or the like. 
 

Turnstile interior  
 

The size is specified in items. 
 

- Sort and quantity paintwork; 
- A more detailed specification of sorts 
of doors; 
- Diameters of turnstiles. 
 

Glazing interior 
 

The size of the glazing is 
described in m2. A rule of thumb 
for calculating of the quantity of 
glazing in the framework might 
be: the frame surface reduced by 
20%. In principle the actual glass 
surface is measured, i.e. with 

- More detailed specification of special 
glass sorts; 
- More detailed specification of the 
glazing system; 
- More detailed specification of any 
special form. 
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doorstops etc. 
 

   

 

1.5  Relevant inspection points 
The following specific inspection points may apply: 

- Stability of constructions 
- Jammed, not functioning doors 
- Moisture in cavity skin double glazing 
- Anchorage of constructions. 

 

1.6  Theoretical technical life cycle 
The maintenance cycles below are based on replacement measures; emergency interim 
maintenance is not mentioned. 
 
Construction 
Framework interior   30 years  

 
Equipment 
Revolving doors interior   30 years 
Sliding doors interior   15 years 
Rolling / overhead doors interior  15 years 
Turnstile interior    20 years 

 
Finishing 
Glazing interior   30 years 

 

1.7  Normalised classification description 
 
Framework, doors, panels and glazing 

1.7.1 Classification 1: excellent 
1.7.1.1 Condition 

Framework 
Defects such as leakages, damp penetration and draught, caused by material and 
construction obsolescence, are not present and have not yet occurred either. 
Severe and serious obsolescence defects should not occur. In the case of some wood 
sorts, including merbau and pine, seeping of content substances may be encountered in 
places. Hinges and locks, draught sealings etc, should not show any material defects. 
Although there are loose parts occasionally. Small mechanical damage to wooden parts 
(burglary) is present occasionally. 
The work can be considered good and thorough. Small imperfections, including a frame 
that is not completely perpendicular or a somewhat squint window or door are 
encountered occasionally. Capillary effect at windows and doors joins should not occur at 
all. The hinges and locks are of sturdy quality (synthetic parts have not been used). 
Doors 
Defects such as jammed or sticking doors do not occur, except very occasionally (as an 
exception). In places, hinges and locks do not function well on occasion. This means that 
occasionally locks cannot be used at all. 
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Except occasionally, in the form of beginning mechanical damage (scratches, shattered 
parts of posts and doors, broken corners of doors finished with synthetic sheeting), no 
symptoms of obsolescence or wear are encountered in framework and doors. Hinges and 
locks etc. in places demonstrate beginning material defects, caused by obsolescence. In 
places, parts of the hinges and locks are visibly loose. 
The work can be considered good and thorough. Small imperfections in the fitting occur in 
places (not quite in plumb, etc.). This means that doors occasionally more or less open or 
shut spontaneously. Hinges and locks are of very sound quality and completely geared to 
their service use. 
Panels 
If the sheeting has a damp resistant or draught proof function, draught and damp should 
not be encountered. 
Severe and serious obsolescence defects should not occur. Especially bear in mind all 
forms of material deterioration: wood rot, corrosion, delamination etc. Occasionally, small 
mechanical damages are present, such as dents and broken off edges. Covering lids on 
mountings are missing in places. The surface of the sheeting shows beginning pollution or 
weathering. Occasionally, the sheeting is daubed. 
The work can be considered good and thorough. Thickness, quality and finishing of the 
sheeting is attuned to the (mechanical) load present, weather, wind, etc. The sheeting is 
straight and taut in its entirety. Bulging, curvature, etc. only occur very limitedly in places. 
Profiled sheeting is always installed vertically. The sheeting used is composed of very 
durable materials. Including a coating, this may last for an average of 25 years or longer. 
Mountings used are either very durable (RVS/aluminium) or adequately protected by 
coatings. 
Glazing 
Severe defects such as damp penetration and draught (down draught) should not occur. 
Neither should defects causing a bad vista occur. This may include etching of the glass by 
cement water, lines of streaks and scratches. 
Severe and serious obsolescence defects to the glass and to the glazing sealings should 
not occur. Occasionally to in places, minor defects occur, surface weathering of glazing 
sealings, sealants and profiles. 
The work can be considered good and thorough. Joint sealers are in the correct 
dimensions and have been well supported when installed. Profiles are clamped in well 
and installed with the correct number of lips. The glass applied shows no drawing streaks, 
drawing undulations and air bubbles. Double and multi-leafed glass has been set 
according to the so-called de-aerated system. Sealants applied are elastic sealants. 
1.7.1.2 Energy 

A wall opening element is in condition 1 when all parts of the element ar functional 

Udoor 3,4[w/m2.K] with draught free compartment and insulated 
Insulated framework with at least triple infiltration protection 

Uglazing 1,1[w/m2.K], Better than HR++ glazing or 3 layer glazingb YoC 2008 
 

1.7.2 Classification 2: good 
1.7.2.1 Condition 

Framework 
Defects (leakages, damp penetration), caused by material and construction obsolescence 
are not present and have not yet been encountered. Occasionally, minor signs of draught 
manifest themselves when wind blows directly onto the outer wall 
Occasionally, a severe defect occurs, such as wood rot in framework, window or door. 
Fissures in the wood surface, weathering, developing soft sections in the wood and other 
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serious defects are encountered occasionally to in places. Hinges, locks and draught 
sealings show material defects in places. Depending on the season, windows and doors 
show marginal curvature or chink formation. 
The total work is good. Capillary effect in windows and doors is possible in various places, 
due to a rather skimpy end joint. The hinges and locks are light in quality (among other 
things due to use of synthetic components: lock plates, hinges). Occasionally, repairs 
have been carried out, such as a soldered frame jamb or sill. 
Doors 
In places, doors are slightly out of true, or stick. The consequences of this are limited to 
small defects in the paintwork of frames and doors. Occasionally, some force is necessary 
when using the door. Locks do not function, in places. This means that the rooms 
corresponding to them are no longer lockable. 
In places, beginning mechanical damage is occurring to doors or framework. 
Occasionally, these are serious damages, where large pieces have been knocked or 
broken out of frames or doors. In the case of doors finished with synthetic material, large 
pieces of the synthetic sheeting have been broken off, occasionally. Due to incorrect use 
for example, visibly dented and kicked in doors are encountered, occasionally. Panel 
doors demonstrate beginning signs of sagging, occasionally. Occasionally, doors show 
large chinks (± 1 cm), due to warping. In places, hinges and locks demonstrate visible 
material defects from obsolescence and wear and tear. Hinges and locks are detached in 
many places (especially the doorknobs). 
The work is good. Hinges and locks may be noticeably on the light side in relation to the 
service load. Doors are sometimes observably on the light side, taking their use into 
consideration. Occasionally, repaired doors are encountered, fitted with sheeting over the 
damage. 
Panels 
If the sheeting has a damp resistant function, no damp should be encountered. Minor 
signs of draught are encountered occasionally. The sheeting produces annoying sounds 
during strong winds: rattling, whistling etc. 
Occasionally, a severe defect is present, such as material deterioration (wood rot, 
corrosion), fissure and defective anchoring. Serious defects such as visible signs of 
erosion, pit corrosion in aluminium, fissure and crazing formation, occur occasionally to in 
places. The surfaces of the sheeting show pollution and discoloration. Visible discoloration 
is encountered at differently produced fittings. In places, traces of leakages stand out a 
great deal and the sheeting may be severely daubed. 
The work is good in its entirety. The choice of material is rather light for the circumstances 
obtaining, as far as thickness, material quality and finishings are concerned. The sheeting 
applied is composed of reasonably durable materials that, if a coating is included, should 
last more than 10-15 years. Carelessness in execution occurs: shabby connecting seams, 
irregularly installed mountings, badly finished edges, etc. Mountings exposed to wind and 
weather are far less durable than the sheet material. They are in fact not suitable for 
exterior application (including sherardized screws). Occasionally, sheets slightly differing 
in colour and texture are encountered. These were installed during repairs. 
Glazing 
Severe defects such as damp penetration and draught should not occur. Defects could be 
encountered that may lead to some hindrance re the vista (drawing undulations, drawing 
streaks, air bubbles etc.). Occasionally, this might include an incidence of small fissures in 
the corner of a pane. Signs of draught begin to occur in interior glazing that are combined 
with a ventilation glazing system at the ends of the glazing beads. 
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Occasionally, a severe defect occurs, such as a material defect to the glazing sealing or 
condensation in the glass cavity in double glazing. In places, sealants have developed 
visible petrifaction or hardening. 
Occasionally, repairs have been carried out to the glazing sealing. The work is good and 
thorough, but at the same time the glass installed can be of lesser quality due to drawing 
undulations and air bubbles (older buildings). It may occur in double and multi-leafed 
glass that the glazing was full and was set in sealant. The sealant applied is a so-called 
plastic sealant of good quality (no to minimum migration of solvent). 
1.7.2.2 Energy 
A wall opening element is in condition 2 when all parts of the element ar functional 

3,4<Udoor 4,2[w/m2.K] with draught free compartment and insulated 
Insulated framework with less than triple infiltration protection 

1,1<Uglazing 1,8[w/m2.K], HR++ glazing, 2000 YoC<2008 
 

1.7.3 Classification 3: reasonable 
1.7.3.1 Condition 

Framework 
Defects such as leakages and damp penetration, caused by material and construction 
obsolescence are not present, and have not previously occurred. Very obvious signs of 
draught (perceptible when holding a hand in front of the window or door sealing joins) 
occur in places to regularly. Yet wind on the outer wall is still not a hindrance to the user at 
± 1.0 m from the windows or doors. Windows and doors may drag or stick slightly in 
places. 
In places, wood rot in frames, windows or doors is encountered. Serious defects, such as 
weathering, fissure and shrinkage cracking and soft sections in the wood, occur in places 
to regularly. Hinges, locks and draught sealings show considerable serious material 
defects. This has a noticeably negative influence on the functioning of windows and doors. 
Larger windows and doors in particular will show signs of sagging or slanting more often. 
The windows and doors may drag or stick in places because of this. Doors and windows 
are visibly distorted in various places and show chinks of several millimetres. 
The work is mediocre. Windows and doors are hung badly. They stick, drag and large 
scale capillary effect occurs. In places, there are wood repairs based on fillers. This is 
regularly encountered if there are repairs based on cutting out and then welding on frame 
jambs and sills. 
Doors 
Doors stick or are out of true, occasionally to in places. Occasionally, doors may only be 
used with force because of this. Hinges and locks function rather badly, generally. Many 
locks are completely unusable. 
In places, serious mechanical damage has occurred to the door, door sheeting or 
framework. Occasionally to in places, these damages are severe. Completely wrecked, 
kicked in or dented doors are occasionally to in places encountered. Panel doors 
demonstrate beginning signs of sagging, in places to regularly. Doors show large chinks in 
places, because they have warped. Hinges and locks have generally become very 
obsolete and show defects. 
The work carried out is mediocre. The quality of doors, hinges and locks is not geared to 
the service load. Regularly, doors are encountered fitted with additional sheeting. This 
sheeting has been kept back from the edges of the door by a rebate width. In places to 
regularly, doors that greatly differ manifestly occur. 
Panels 
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Damp penetration, due to sheeting material obsolescence for example, should not occur if 
the sheeting has a damp proof function. Draught manifests occasionally to in places. 
In places, severe defects occur, such as material deterioration, delamination effects, 
fissures and anchoring effects. Serious defects are encountered in places to regularly. 
Weathering occurs rather a lot. The surfaces of the sheeting are extremely polluted or 
discoloured. Mountings are very much corroded, so that the anchoring of the sheeting is 
at issue occasionally. 
The work is mediocre. Sheeting used is made of materials of little durability that, including 
a coating, will last for less than 10-15 years on average. Imperfections that are 
encountered: 
- Not completely stable base – underlying battens; 
- Bad detailing so that there are risks of water getting into places behind or under it 

(damp loaded connecting joins that are only sealed with thin strip sealant, sealer 
joints that can not be dimensioned well or installed, etc.). 

 
glazing 
Severe defects, such as damp penetration and draught should not occur. Defects that 
clearly hinder the vista (severe imperfections in the glass, clouded double glazing, 
etching, etc.) occur occasionally to in places. 
In places, severe defects occur through material defects to the glazing sealing (for 
example water entrance to the frame). Sealant finishing under sills shows visible fissures 
or petrifaction. There is often accompanying detachment in places to regularly. In places, 
pieces of sealing, putty or glazing profile are missing. A small number of clouded panes 
have possibly been replaced in double glazing a few times already. 
There are clear mistakes in the execution of the work:  
1) Incorrect dimensions of the sealing; 
2) Insufficient securing of the glass door adjusting and support blocks;  
Insufficient attuning of glass and frame rebates to each other, so that the glass is set too 
skimpily in the rebate or so that the edge sealings of double glass may be clearly seen. 
Real problems (large scale sealant and profiles detachment) have not yet occurred. 
Sealants are sometimes of mediocre quality (migration of solvent, for example in butylene 
sealants). It regularly occurs that an old glass sealing has sealing on top of it, for example 
at all undersills. 
1.7.3.2 Energy 
A wall opening element is in condition 2 when all parts of the element ar functional 

4,2<Udoor 5,0[w/m2.K] with draught free compartment not insulated 
not insulated framework with single infiltration protection 

1,8<Uglazing 2,3[w/m2.K], HR+ glazing, 1995 YoC<2000 
 

1.7.4 Classification 4: mediocre 
1.7.4.1 Condition 

Framework 
Defects such as leakages and damp penetration, caused by material and construction 
obsolescence, have occurred occasionally in the immediate past. There is noticeable 
draught via the end joints of windows and doors. In places, this may give cause for 
complaint at ± 1.0 m of the outer wall panelling, if there is wind on the outer wall. Windows 
and doors may no longer be used occasionally to in places. Many windows and doors 
drag and stick on use. 
Wood rot in frames, windows and doors occurs in places to regularly. Occasionally, parts 
are completely rotten. Joint correlation in windows and doors is completely upset due to 
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wood rot occasionally. Using them can entail danger to the user, among other things 
through glazing falling out. Hinges and locks and draught sealings show considerable 
severe defects. Using them is no longer possible in various places. Chinks and slanting of 
windows and doors generally occurs. Chinks in windows often measure a few millimetres. 
This can go up to ± 5 - 10 millimetres in doors. 
The work is very mediocre. Structural faults in the detailing of windows, doors and wall 
joints cause leakages and damp penetration occasionally. Annoying draught occurs in 
various places. For repairs, apart from cutting out pieces of frames in places, considerable 
use is made of fillers as repair method (in relationship to the entire repair spot). 
Doors 
In places to regularly, doors stick or are noticeably out of true. Occasionally, doors are 
even totally unusable. In places, force is necessary when using doors. 
In places to regularly, serious mechanical damage to door, door sheeting or framework is 
encountered. In places, these damages are severe. In places completely wrecked, broken 
doors also occur. Panel doors demonstrate visible signs of sagging, in places to regularly. 
This leads to functioning problems. In places to regularly, doors show large chinks 
because they have warped. 
Almost generally, doors are provided with additional sheeting, with a rebate edge kept free 
around it. Structural mistakes have been made in the choice of door. Door functioning has 
become extremely impeded due to this and occasionally these mistakes lead to complete 
uselessness. 
Panels 
Occasionally, damp penetration is encountered in situations where the sheeting has a 
damp proof function. Draught noticeably occurs in places. In places,  there is a small 
chance of sheeting blowing off here, in that mountings are defective or have deteriorated. 
If an unfavourable collusion of circumstances were to occur, small risks to the safety of 
passers/by and the users of the building would arise. 
Severe defects (material deterioration, delamination effects, fissure, anchoring effects) 
occur in places to regularly. Occasionally, sheeting or sections of sheeting are missing or 
they show perforations. 
The work is very mediocre. Structural mistakes occur in the choice of material, detailing, 
finishing etc. Possible in this connection: badly anodised aluminium; plywood with bad 
gluing quality; wood sort; incorrect building physics detailing so that damage to sheeting 
material occurs from behind, and underlying (horizontal) battens hinder the required 
ventilation for certain sheeting materials. 
glazing 
Leakages or signs of draught have been encountered in the recent past occasionally. In 
places to regularly, defects occur that cause severe hindrance of the vista. 
In places to regularly, severe defects show, such as water entering the frame, window or 
door framework and completely petrified and detached sealing joints or glazing profiles. 
Serious defects determine the picture generally: weathering, cracking and detaching 
sealant. Replacing clouded panes due to obsolescence defects may be increasingly 
frequent and extensive in the case of double glazing. 
The execution of the work is very mediocre. Structural mistakes have been made in 
setting the glass: clamped in the frame rebate or with far too little check in the rebate and 
not supporting both glass leaves in the case of double glass. Direct problems such as 
damp penetration occur occasionally. Sealants and profiles show large scale defects such 
as cracking and detaching or are of bad quality (consider great migration of solvent in 
plastic sealants). 
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1.7.4.2 Energy 

A wall opening element is in condition 2 when some parts of the element ar not fully 
functional 
Udoor>5,0[w/m2.K] without draught free compartment but insulated 

2,3<Uglazing 3,0[w/m2.K], HR glazing, 1990 YoC<1995 
 

1.7.5  Classification 5: bad 
1.7.5.1 Condition 

Framework 
Leakages and damp penetration, caused by material and construction obsolescence, is 
encountered occasionally. Draught, annoying to the user at ± 1.0 m distance from the 
outer wall panelling occurs regularly. Windows and doors can no longer be used in many 
places. Sticking and dragging windows and doors are generally occurring phenomena. 
Wood rot in frames, windows and doors occurs regularly. Occasionally to in places, 
sections have completely rotted away. This means that using windows or doors can entail 
danger to the user. Due to wood rot at connections, the stability of frame constructions is 
at issue. Hinges, locks and draught sealings are in very bad condition, due to material 
deterioration generally. 
The work is bad. Structural faults lead to leakages in various places and to very clear 
complaints about draught. Repairs with fillers or by means of extracting pieces occur 
considerably and are badly executed. 
Doors 
Regularly to considerably, doors stick and are noticeably out of true. In places, doors are 
completely unusable. In the case of a large number of doors, force is necessary to able to 
use them. 
Regularly mechanical damage to door, door sheeting or framework occurs. In places to 
regularly this damage is severe. In places to regularly completely wrecked and broken 
doors also occur. Panel doors regularly demonstrate visible slanting and signs of sagging. 
This means that problems are regularly encountered in door functioning. Doors regularly 
show large chinks because they have warped. 
Structural mistakes have been made in the choice of doors. Door functioning has become 
extremely impeded due to this. In places, these mistakes lead to complete uselessness. 
Panels 
Occasionally to in places, damp penetration is present in situations where the sheeting 
has a damp proof function. Under normal conditions, draught occurs generally. There is 
noticeable hindrance during strong wind. There is a chance that the sheeting will blow off 
in places. 
Severe defects (material deterioration, delamination effects, fissure, anchoring effects) 
occur regularly. Serious defects, especially all kinds of weathering, occur generally and 
are very clearly visible. Due among other things to deterioration, panels may be missing 
(partially or wholly) occasionally to in places. 
The work is bad. Structural faults may be the cause of the functional problems described 
above. 
glazing 
Occasionally severe defects occur such as leakages, damp penetration and draught. In 
the past, these defects have often occurred with some regularity. 
The execution of the work is, because of structural faults, so bad that damp penetration 
and draught occurs in places and more. 
1.7.5.2 Energy 

not insulated framework without infiltration protection 

3,5<Uglazing 4,5[w/m2.K], dubble glazing, 1975 YoC<1990 
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1.7.6 Classification 6: very bad 
1.7.6.1 Condition 

In such bad condition that it can no longer be classified under condition 5. 
1.7.6.2 Energy 

Udoor>5,0[w/m2.K] without draught free compartment and not insulated 
Uglazing>4,5[w/m2.K], single glazing, YoC>1975 
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2 Project Description 

EPI-CREM aims to improve energy efficiency and rational use of energy across public building 
stock in Europe by embedding energy issues in decision making processes within Corporate Real 
Estate Management (CREM) at a strategical level, and translating those decisions into tactical and 
operational levels of building management. This way the decision making process surrounding 
energy saving measures is embedded in the CREM-process, and is made structural and more cost 
effective. To reach these goals EPI-CREM provides a strategy and a set of tools enabling building 
owners and users to make the energy aspect an integral aspect of Corporate Real Estate 
Management. 

 
The expected project results are: 

1. The EPI-CREM embedding approach, where energy efficiency and rational use of energy 
issues are embedded into public property management processes; 

2. The EPI-CREM toolkit, which contains an Integrated Data acquisition and Quality 
Protocol, a Database Integrated Information System, a Scenario Analysis Module, a 
Training program for assessors and the EPI-CREM Reference Manual; 

3. 20 EPI-CREM Pilot Projects, testing the embedding approach and the developed tools; 

4. Dissemination of the EPI-CREM results in relevant networks and sectors like the public 
building real estate sector, consultancies, architects, tenants, umbrella organisations, 
knowledge providers and national authorities, with special attention to the new European 
Member States. 

5. A concise overview of current public property management processes, highlighting 
institutional barriers for energy saving and sustainable energy strategies. This overview 
serves as the basis for developing the EPI-CREM embedding approach and the tools. 
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